The Best Skin Cream In The World? 110% Yes! Here’s Why:
There are several all organic, all natural, preservative free products on the market today.
How are we different from them?
We are happy to give you the explanation.
First of all, these other companies need to be commended for their understanding of wanting to create
organic and natural products.
Here’s the issue though. Some well-intentioned companies do indeed set out to create a nice organic facial
skin cream. The problem is they buy from common retailers or wholesalers who mass produce their oils and
compounds from large farms and companies. Sure it’s “organic” but there are different potency levels of
organic depending on soil conditions and many other factors. Then there’s Wild Harvested-we’ll discuss later.
Here is where your dilemma comes into play.
Every single website you explore, contain many different options of products. You get the explanations of
each product and then you are left with the head scratching decision on what products to mix and match so
you hopefully address your skin care needs.
Additionally, if you can’t really decide, you are offered product kits that may or may not be right for you.
It all leaves you dazed and confused and wondering, if all your money spent, will be utilized to its fullest.
Buyer confusion can lead to buyer’s remorse. Ultimately it’s a serious investment for a serious reason.
We at Immortal Opulence understand this dilemma and have pulled together a powerful ingredient profile
taken from leading celebrity skin care products, other top industry products and other organic
skin care companies. We have tediously; precision formulated all of these choices into just one product.
Skin care and facial rejuvenation needed to be simplified…and that is what we did!
We guarantee you; we have searched far and wide for the absolute best of the best ingredients.
Many compounds are found in very remote areas of the world which contain profound potency.
Many of our ingredients cannot be bought in bulk because production is low due to the real deal
wild grown, sustainable processes. Some ingredients are upwards of $100 dollars per ounce…our cost!
Here’s how we accomplished this, above and beyond any other company in the world.
I have been employed for a special branch of a certain organization, which gave me legal access to sources not
found online. When we embarked on this long passionate journey of intense research to create our
Immortal Opulence, we knew our sources had to be beyond unique. So, we made contact with tribal
mountain farmers, who grow their crops in the wild, without chemicals and fertilizers and only use salt as a

natural pesticide.
We began selecting from wild grown geographical locations across the globe that are suitable for sourcing
organic agriculture “superfoods”. By sourcing ethically, we provide economic resources to the communities
they originate from.

Additionally, before their product can be used they must meet ECOCERT standards. ECOCERT is a worldwide
certifier of organic farming products, and is accredited to certify organic ingredients according to the NOP
standards under the USDA
The difference in enzymatic activity can be vividly seen under a microscope.
It’s all about cellular preservation. Commercially grown organic ingredients, which most companies select
due to ease of availability and lower production cost, can’t measure up to this kind of cellular energy!
It’s this energy in our ingredients that accelerate the skin renewal process.
Why spend your money on weak ingredients and compounds? You’re entitled to improve your natural
beauty with the best product available and no-one can copy us because our ingredient percentages are
proprietary and patented! The FDA is aware of our company and we are poised for a nation-wide rollout.
This is the difference between a good product and a skin care product of absolute supremacy.
You really need to understand, true-rare wild crafted plants have developed strategies to fight off insects,
handle changing environmental conditions and produce powerful vital nutrients and enzymes to help ensure
their own survival. Once harvested, they offer more in terms of health benefits and nutrients.
It sort of an X factor, to accomplish unstoppable skin rejuvenation, week after week, month after month and
year after year.
If you want sustainable, youthful skin for a very long time, you must be relentless every day in attacking the
signs of aging…..father time takes no prisoners my friend.
So that’s why we’re different. We have no competition; because our connections are remote and our
compounds contain a myriad of wild, highly biologically active ingredients condensed into one formula,
which can change your life and simplify your buying decision.

Warm Regards,
Thank you for your trust and your business.
The Immortal Opulence Family
Immortal Opulence Skin Cream. Full 2 Fl. Oz.

Free Immortal-C Face Serum. 2 Fl. Oz.
(A $70 Dollar Value)

